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WAW CUBA 2020
Discover Cuba during a Fitness & Lifestyle retreat with
Workouts Around the World (WAW).
For us, a retreat is a unique human experience, a full
immersion and a dedicated moment to reconnect with
ourselves but also to connect with others. Take a break from
the daily grind, learn about yourself and your well being.
The idea is to spend 10 days in full immersion in Cuba with our
trainers guiding you through a healthy and active lifestyle,
showing you how to look after your mind & body.
During this trip you will visit the country through fitness,
nutrition and cultural discovery. We’ve prepared a lot of
outdoor activities, visits of the sites and Cuban traditions for a
breath taking experience!
Our guide will be with us the whole time and speaks French,
Spanish and English.
You will come back feeling refreshed, and full of amazing
memories!
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OUR TRAINERS
Our complimentary and inspiring trainers Kenrick and
Adrien will accompany you along this trip.
They will share their experience and lifestyle along with
their knowledge of fitness and nutrition throughout this
trip.
Escape the stress of the daily grind, relax your mind. Meet
other people, a new culture for a unique experience.
During our retreat you can expect fitness sessions, first
thing in the morning to kick start your day and in the
evening to let go of some extra steam or take a moment to
relax after exploring the island during the day.
Our sessions are carefully designed by our trainers and are
adapted to all levels.
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HAVANA – 2 DAYS
ACCOMODATION
Homestay, for a full immersion experience with the culture and the people.
FITNESS
Post flight mobility and stretching, followed by a moment of relaxation
5km jog/run on the Malecon boulevard
Bodyweight strength & Flow
DISCOVER
Callejon de Hamel
Tour of the city (Old Havana, local parks, markets…) in classic vintage American
cars
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VINALES - 3 JOURS
ACCOMODATION
Homestay, for a full immersion experience with the culture and the people.
FITNESS
Circuit Training /Strength and Flow / Relaxation
DISCOVER
Cayo Jutia
Visit of coffee plantations and cigar factories
Mountain hikes
Horse riding (optional, not included)
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TRINIDAD - 4 JOURS
ACCOMODATION
Homestay, for a full immersion experience with the culture and the people.
FITNESS
Circuit Training / Beach Training /Sprints /Flow /Relaxation
DISCOVER
Topes de Collantes’ waterfalls hike
Playa Ancon
Salsa lessons
Cigar tasting
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ACCOMODATIONS & MEALS
We’ve selected homestays during our trip for
a full immersion in the Cuban culture!
Healthy breakfast and dinners will be
prepared by the families because nothing
beats a home cooked meal.
We’ll also venture out and find local
restaurants to taste Cuba’s delicious cuisine.
(Lunches aren’t included, but don’t worry you
can feast for next to nothing).
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OUR MISSION
We want you to discover the authentic Cuba
without filters and be in touch with the local
communities. You will have a full immersive
experience in the Cuban culture.
Our training week is made up of moderate to high
intensity sessions, moments of relaxation and flow
as active recovery. You can enjoy some rest days
and indulge in freshly made pinacoladas and chill
out on the beach!
We also help the local population with school
supplies for kids, spare clothes and medicine. You
too can help in any way you want.
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NOTES
Plan a budget for personal expenses and extra/optional
activities. Also using cash is easier to get around. We
would advise to withdraw before leaving and to change it
at the airport after we land.
Lunches are not included, as mentioned previously, but
we’ll take you to local restaurants.
For your electronic devices, you’ll need an adaptor (110V
or 220V).
Internet is also quite limited. You can buy WIFI top up
cards (1h) to connect to the nearby hotspot.
Very important to note that the program might vary
depending on local events, weather and/or personal
preferences.
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PRICING
Price includes:
Airport transfers
Transport between Havana, Vinales and Trinidad

1,990€ with flights

Accommodation, homestay, double room sharing

(From Paris only)

Meals: Breakfast and dinner
Training sessions

1,500€ without flights

Not included:
Personal spending and extra/optional activities.
Lunches, as mentioned previously, but we’ll take you to
local restaurants.
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Reservation requires a deposit of 500 euro,
remaining of the total amount to be completed
31 days before departure.

CONTACT
contact@wawretreats.com
Instagram: @waw_retreats

